
4 Most Pegasus standard functions supported with full Opera 3 ‘look and feel’

Pegasus Opera 3 (multi currency) - £120 per month.

There is a one-off installation fee of £295 for the initial remote install. After the initial install, all subsequent installs 
are charged at £125.

For more information please contact:  Applied Business Solutions.

The Advanced Accounts Interface (AAI Opera) capability is designed to interface 123insight Sales Order 
Processing and Purchase Order Processing with the Pegasus Opera 3 Sales and Purchase ledgers by 
importing invoices and credit notes, and exporting customer and supplier details. 

The extensive functionality of the software includes :

4 Multi-company and multi-currency with currency conversion tables.

4 Developed in Microsoft Visual Foxpro 9 as an additional Opera 3 module

4 Full integration into the Opera 3 system with password protection

4 On-line Editor for detected errors or manual changes

4 VAT tables, Country settings, Company information and Access Passwords all 

used

4 Options to transfer data in individual or multiple batches 

4 Enquiries and reports available on all manufacturing data transactions 

awaiting transfer

Pegasus Opera financials are updated from 123insight’s Sales Order and Purchase Order Processing 
systems. The link also draws details of customer and information from the ledgers, together with all 
parameter settings. The Nominal ledger is also interrogated regarding the existence of specified nominal 
accounts through the Sales and Purchase analysis codes. Other tables such as VAT rates, currencies, and 
country codes are checked to ensure verification and data integrity during the transfer.

4 Parameters allow customisation of data transfer procedures

Transactional data is validated during the batch mode transfer/loading process, with an option to transfer 
the validated data directly into the Pegasus Opera 3 database. Data can be converted to allow matching of 
codes between source and Opera 3 systems. For example, country codes, currency codes, VAT codes etc. 
can all be converted in this way. Amending Transactional Information AAI Opera provides the user with the 
ability to modify certain defined fields within transactions prior to transferring them into Pegasus Opera 3 
financials. When the user modifies a transaction it is validated again, and displays any outstanding errors. 
Most data fields can be amended or corrected using a drop down selection from the Opera tables where 
applicable. However, the sum of the line details must equal the transaction header totals as these cannot 
be changed. AAI Opera provides the user with extensive validation information in the form of reports, 
together with other audit trails and listings. Any errors reported can be corrected by the user on-line to the 
finance system.

Licences and Installation
Pegasus Opera 3 (single currency) - £90 per month. 

After the 1st licence, all subsequent licences are charged at 50% of the licence fee.

     Tel: 01626 206290   Email: ask@applieduk.com
     Web: www.applieduk.com
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